Abstract. Averaging is often used in ordinary differential equations when dealing with fast periodic phenomena. It is shown here that it can be used efficiently in optimal control. As the period tends to zero, a limit or "averaged" problem is defined. The open loop optimal control of the limit problem induces a cost which is optimal up to the second order when evaluated through the original dynamics. The definition of the averaged problem is then generalized to the nonperiodic case. It is shown that the Bellman function of the original "fast" problem tends uniformly on any compact set to that of the averaged problem.
Introduction: A perturbation approach. Averaging can be seen as part of the perturbation theory of differential equations. Consider dx --=f(x,t), x(O)=xo, x(t)Rn, t[0, T]. (1) dt Regular perturbations correspond to the situation when f has a limit in C(Rn [0, T] , R) as e tends to zero. Singular perturbations [6] can be seen as f having a limit in L2(R" x [0, T], R"). Roughly speaking, averaging is the case when f has a limit in L2(R" x [0, T], Rn) in the weak topology. As an example, consider dx f(x, where f is periodic in the last variable. Define f(x, t) =f(x, t, t/e); clearly f has no limit either pointwise orin L; yetf tends tof defined byfO(x, t) 1/ io f(x, t, O) dO, weakly in L.
It is well known 1] that the solution of (2) can be approximated by the solution of (3) =fO(y, t), y(0) Xo dt with an error of order eto, provided that f be regular enough. Solving (3) instead of (2) is known as "averaging".
What is good for differential equations is often good for optimal control. Regulm' and singular perturbations have been extensively studied ([2] , [6] ). As far as averaging is concerned, it has been studied in the context of partial differential equations [3] or stochastic optimal control [5] . We present here some approximation results in deterministic optimal control.
1. The periodic case. (4) Minimize L x( t), u( t), t, dt We define the associated problem P as follows: (5) (4) can be seen as the perturbation of (5) by a fast oscillating input of null average. Notice that if f is Lipschitz in x and measurable in u, t, 0, then, for v in Vad, the average f off as defined in (5) 1, q(T) 0; then q(0) (1 e-4r)/(3 + e-4r). Define z by dz/dt -z(1 + 3q), z(0) x(0); z is the optimal trajectory for the averaged problem. Now use the open-loop control u(t)=-6q(t)z(t) sin (t/e) in problem (P). Then it is easy to see that x driven by u in (4) is asymptotic to z. Hence the cost of u in (P) is asymptotic to o T z2(t)x (1 + 3q2(t))dt. Thanks to the Riccati equation, the latter quantity is equal to q(0)x2, which is smaller than J(0); thus for e small enough, u is better than any "slow" control.
Notice that the same phenomenon can be observed in stochastic optimal control, where it is well known that open-loop controls alone are not enough to ensure optimality. In both cases this is due to the presence of averages w.r.t, the events or fast time in the problem (the same can be said ofthe "ordinary," "slow" time, of course). Remark 2. Even though the controls of problem (P) are in an infinite dimensional state, the minimum principle and dynamic programming apply; the important fact is that the state is finite-dimensional. One also checks that the Bellman function is the viscosity solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation [7] . [4] .) We will proceed in two stages. First, we will exhibit a lower bound of the cost for any control u."We will then
show that the control u induces a cost which approximates this lower bound with an error of order e 2. It is then easy to conclude that u is near optimal for the problem (P).
Remark 4. Unless otherwise stated, all partial derivatives will be taken at time t, with x being y(t), u being Uo(t, t/e)= u(t), 0 being t/e and the adjoint state being q(t). We will make use of the following conventions: if g(tr, 0) is a periodic function of 0, we will denote by g(tr) or g(tr,. or av (g(tr,.)) the average of g in 0. We then define the operator II on periodic functions g, by II(g(tr,. )) being the only primitive 
Proof of Lemma 1. We will denote by : and the following errors" ( t) x( t) y( t) ex2( t, ), ( t) u( t) Uo( t, ).
It should be noticed that, if x is defined by dx, a f f
and if =0 (that is, x is the trajectory driven by u), then y+ eXl+ ex2(t, t/e) is a uniform approximation of x with an e 2 error.
We will use developments of functions with integral remains. To this end, we will use the following notation: for a in [0, 1],/z in [0, 1], F,(A,/z) will denote the Hessian symmetric operator associated with the second-order derivatives of f in x and u, at point (y(t),alx(ex2(t, t/e)+(t)), Uo(t, t/e)+ a(t), t, t/e). L,(A, ) will denote the analogue for L and H(A, g) qr(t)F(A, )+ L(A, ) will denote the Hessian of H at the same point.
We will also make use of the following linear quadratic oscillatory "tangent" 
f has an average f in the sense that, for any bound B, one has:
As before, (H7) ensures that one has a true separation of time scales.
Let x and y be defined by: (ii) R"-E is of null measure. H is locally Lipschitz, thanks to Assumptions (H9) and (H10), and thus, if F denotes the set of differentiability points of H, R" F is of null measure. We are going to show that F c E.
Notice that, thanks to (H9) and (H10), there exists a measurable function u from R" x R+ to U aa such that H(p, O) h(p, u(p, 0), 0). Let p be a small positive number, p in F and q a direction in R". Then" (Hl l) has given sense to the averaged problem by ensuring that W aa is nonempty. It also yields a limit theorem on the Bellman function. We will consider the latter as the unique viscosity solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation (see [7] ). Proof. We will make use of the following notation: We will denote, for a > 0, by V,, the unique solution in fqp_o unif of (14) OV+aAV+H ,x, t, =0, V(x, T)=-O It is well known [7] First, the averaged problem (P) is easier to solve numerically than the original problem. (P), since a "fast" time grid is no longer needed in the simulation part.
Gains should also be expected on the state space grid, since it is often related to the former one; it is an important point if one thinks, for instance, of dynamic programming.
Second, and thanks to Theorem 1, the solution of (P) is known to be near optimal for (P); hence, we do not lose much by solving the averaged problem instead of the original one.
We have shown that use of the averaged problem can also be expected to be efficient in the nonperiodic case, as the optimal cost of (P) is close to that of (P) when e is small (Theorem 3).
However, practical problems are seldom under the form (P), be it in the periodic or nonperiodic case. Most of the time, there is, for instance, no explicit separation of the time scales under the form (t, 0), with 0 ranging from 0 to +oo; in particular, periodicity or averaging assumptions cannot be checked directly. Nevertheless, the results presented here provide an important theoretical background for developments of both theoretical and practical interest.
From the theoretical point of view, it is reasonable to expect problem (TP) in Lemma 1 to provide further expansions of the cost (J), as similar methods have already been used with success in the case of regular and singular perturbations [2] . A co.mplete expansion of the Bellman function in the linear quadratic periodic case has already been obtained [4] . In particular, the terms of order higher than two are in the.form V(x, t, t/e, (T-t/e)), with periodicity in both the forward and backward fast times. This is probably related to the existence of the terms x2 and P2 in the expansion of the primal and dual trajectories. The same phenomenon exists in singular perturbations with boundary layers instead of phase terms.
We have seen that x2 and P2 are defined through the operator II. In fact, II appears in any expansion of an integral with an integrand periodic in fast time. A generalization of II would be welcome if we hope to find some results equivalent to Theorem 1 in the nonperiodic case.
At last, links should be developed with singular perturbations. From the practical point of view, we have seen that the assumptions in Theorems 1 and 3 cannot be checked directly. It should be noticed (especially in the nonperiodic case) that the question is not so much that the assumptions might not hold, as it is rather to immerse the optimization problem in the "right" family of problems (P). Moreover, the ideas are sufficiently simple and general to be used in heuristics. One can think, for instance, of separating the time scales through the use of "moving averages." Heuristics can also be developed to generalize the operator II to the nonperiodic case and use it to improve performances. We are going to experiment numerically on these ideas.
Conversely, averaging has been often used empirically by engineers in practical problems. The results and notions presented here may provide them some guidelines in further applications.
We have discussed how averaging could be used practically. We shall discuss now when it could be used. Heuristically, averaging can be expected to yield good results and performances when the dynamics of a system depend on a fast "erratic" exogenous phenomenon. A good example is given by weather disturbances.
However, these phenomena are often modelized by stochastic processes. As we mentioned before, both approaches are similar in the sense that they make use of averages; their theoretical background is, however, quite different. Moreover, averaging has also been used in stochastic control ([5] , for instance). In all cases, the original data consists often of a finite number of physical measures, in no way probabilistic or two-time scaled in nature. Thus, neither approach is justified a priori. Therefore, it should prove quite interesting to experiment all methods on various sets of data. We plan to conduct such experiments.
